
It is unthinkable to most people to see themselves as
perpetuating the onslaught of human rights
infringements, war, injustice, inner turmoil or ecological
destruction when all we do is:

Ì buy a coffee with a friend, a chocolate bar
for a stressful day, a diamond ring for a
loved one 

Ì buy a piece of furniture made of mahogany, a bottle
of water for convenience or safety, a Disney toy for
our child

Ì buy a treat at McDonalds, a healthy snack
like a banana, a computer, or

Ì buy hockey skates for our child so she or
he can be involved in the community and
sports, a hot chocolate on a cold winter’s
day - even flowers for someone we love or
on their birthday or wedding or funeral.

These seem like such innocuous, benign purchases,
often done as we relate with other people on a social or
emotional level. Who would have thunk that they had
such ramifications on peace? But, they do! 

Understanding the links between modernism,
postmodernism and consumption in the 21st century
global marketplace, from a multifaceted peace
perspective, helps us gain inner power to make changes in
our consumption roles - to be empowered, to be
emancipated from oppression, to be architects of new era.
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The problem postmodernists are
trying to solve is,

“If science and reason
are not the answer, then
what it???”

One answer is to use postmodernist
thinking to understand consumerism
from a peace perspective ....

“How do we get out of the box
that modernism and

consumerism has put us in?”



Five Different Strands of Post Modernism
Popular
Culture

Deconstructive Liberationist Narrative Constructive 

Consumerism is
inevitable. It is
as a way of
answering life’s
questions about
meaning and
purpose
through
buying things.
Everything is
for sale.

Wide sense of
consumer
entitlement
(expect a
reward for
behaving is a
certain way)

Preoccupied
with newest
innovation
(“new and
improved,” the
latest gadget).

Nothing can be
known with any
certainty since
all is an illusion.
Many questions
and no clear
answers

 Disillusioned
with life, it is
meaningless, has
no purpose, no
loyalties. No
respect for
current social
rules, 
Whateverism

 Instead of
knowing “truth,”
we express
opinions,
preferences or go
with our gut
instincts. No one
truth 

No moral
sensitivity. Ideas
of what are right
or wrong are
matters of
personal taste,
etc.

1. feminist
want to be out
from under the
language that
perpetuates
keeping women
inferior

2. Ethnic want
out from under
assumption that
being
biologically
alike provides
equality. Focus
on race and
culture.

3. Ecological
want out from
under
assumption that
the earth can be
dominated by
man. Call for
responsible
relationship
with earth.

Stress the
power of
language
and stories
over the
power of
empirical
science. 

Knowledge,
meaning
and truth
are
constructed
in local
community
and then
reflected in
people’s
stories. Do
not need
scientific
proof.

Culture
specific
myths
define what
is right and
true and full
of meaning

Hold open the
possibility that
humankind is
standing on the
threshold of a
new age.

Embraces a
holistic,
interdisciplinary
perspective so as
to gain new
unity between
scientific,
ethical, aesthetic
and religious
institutions

Concerned with
the process and
of becoming



Consumer Traits that lead to Lack of Peace

® Consumer entitlement

® consumerism as source
of self-identity

® lack of consumer accountability

® consumer skepticism and
whateverism

® consumerism as structural violence

® No moral consumer compass
® oppression of Northern consumers, too -

We are slaves to
consumerism



It seems clear to me that popular culture and
deconstructive post modern thinkers provide us with
a framework to describe the state of the human
condition in this era, why that state exists and how it
is being perpetuated. 

On the other hand, it seems
that the other three strands of
postmodernist thinkers give
us some answers and hope
for solutions to better the
human condition. They are
holding up a vision of a new world, are calling for:

® a respect that we are on the threshold of a new
age - holistic and interconnected

® unity between scientific (political and
economic), ethical, aesthetic and religious
institutions

® a responsible relationship with earth,
stewardship instead of mastery

® a voice for those marginalized by race,
ethnicity, religion and gender (globalization
from the bottom-up movement)



® language that respects the power of women,
leading to actual increase in power and
influence

® respect for the power of language and stories
(instead of just the power of scientific proof)

® a balance of rational scientific knowledge with
elements not governed by reason and logic,
things like “irrational” emotions, intuitions,
personal experiences, dreams, customs

® appreciation that knowledge, meaning and
truth are constructed in local communities
rather than the one grand narrative of success,
competition, profit and individuality

® openness to idea that everything is connected
and in a web of relationships

® respect for the process of becoming (not just
the end result)

® fair trade and localization in mindful markets
® humane working conditions and the end to

sweatshops and child labour
® indigenous respect and continuity 



I see this expanse that we are floating in (between
modernism and postmodernism) as a phenomenal
opportunity to nudge contemporary society in the
direction of global citizenship, mindful markets, and a
culture of peace. 

Part of this process
involves opening
peoples’ eyes to the
profound impact of
their consumption
decisions on peace
around the world. I
hope this talk has
opened your eyes.
Better yet, I hope it has contributed to bringing things
into a new focus for the future. 



Consumerism and Peace: 
Using Postmodernist

Thinking to Understand
Consumerism from a Peace

Perspective




